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The meetings were held May 20-27, 1981 at Agder College, 
Kristiansand, Norway, with participants mainly from Denmark and 
Norway. Listed below are the main speakers who also chaired the 
discussions which are described below: 
Jean Dhombres (Universit6 de Nantes): 
Ratios, fractions, proportions and measurements. 
Mathematics, culture, and political environment: The teach- 
ing of mathematics during the French Revolution--Laplace, 
Lagrange, and Monge. The tools of mathematics and ways of 
reasoning in classical China--the social role of mathematics. 
Teaching the history of mathematics in France: Individual 
experience. 
Graham Flegg (Open University): 
The history of operational calculus. 
The history of alphabetical numerals. 
The planning of a course in the History of Mathematics, with 
reference to the course at the Open University (including 
seven of their films). 
Lars Mejlbo (Aarhus University): 
Infinite series, classical infinitesimals, and infinite 
quantities: An outline of a historical textbook for the 
Danish gymnasium. 
Roland Stowasser (Technische Hochschule Berlin): 
A paper of Pascal and its use for teaching fast algorithms. 
Leibniz' ideas for the foundation of geometry and its real- 
ization in a school book. 
Historically oriented problem solving in a forgotten field: 
Geometrical constructions. 
Waclaw Zawasowski (Warsaw): 
The teaching of incommensurables. 
What history of mathematics can do for teaching stochastics. 
Possible activities at the International Congress of Mathe- 
maticians in Warsaw (1982) of the International Study Group 
on the Relation between History and Pedagogy of Mathematics. 
The seminar was sponsored by The British Council and was 
organized by Dr. Otto B. Bekken, ADH, Box 607, 4601 Kristiansand, 
Norway. Further information may be obtained by writing to Dr. 
Bekken. 
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